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Conference Series LLC LTD extends its welcome to 31st International Conference on Pediatric Nursing 2020 during August 17-18, 2020 Paris, France with a theme “Innovation, Initiation and Implementation in Pediatric Nursing” Conference Series LLC LTD through its Open Access Initiative is committed to making genuine and reliable contributions to the scientific community.

Pediatric Nursing 2020 will focus on educational research directed toward Pediatrics and its impact on Pediatrics clinical outcomes, through oral and poster presentations, educational workshop sessions, and influential plenary presentations. Attendees will be provided with the tools to enhance Pediatrics education & Practice programs to make Pediatrics education more effective in Pediatric Nursing.

Expert Level

The award is considered the most distinguished award in the whole conference and it is termed as Scientific Service Achievement Award. The award will recognize research contributions in a significant field rather than a single project or contribution. The researchers should have a minimum of 20 years of research experience in the respective field. The anticipatory awardee should be passionate towards their work, willing to innovate and accept the aberrations happening in the research area with the introduction of recent trends. You can nominate anyone you feel deserving to the award.

Scholar Level

The award will be presented to upcoming researchers and scientists in the field of Pediatric Nursing with a minimum of 10 years of experience. The award is termed as The Upcoming Researcher Award. The award recognizes the researchers who incorporate research excellence through their talent, knowledge and expertise in their field. You can nominate anyone you feel deserving to the award.

Women Scientist

The award will be presented to Women Scientists and researchers in the field of Pediatric Nursing with a minimum of 10 years of experience in relevant field. The award is termed as The Women of Science Award. We are happy to encourage our women scientist’s participants through research awards and provide assistance for women scholars in career development and research guidance through our collaborations. We are privileged to provide a platform where women can showcase their research work in their field of research. You can nominate any women you feel deserving to the award.

Outstanding speaker

In this category of award, we wish to acknowledge the speakers with great presentation skills, influential research work and long term excellence in the field of Pediatric Nursing. The award is termed as Outstanding Speaker. You can nominate deserving to the award.
**Best Keynote Speaker**

Keynote speaker delivers the speech to set up the underlying tone and to summarize the core message of the event. The right keynote speaker adds an extraordinary feel to the conference. The award will be presented to the best keynote speaker with a distinguished research work, projects and strategies that will give a new trend in the field of Pediatric Nursing. This award perceives advancement in instructing methodologies and strategies just as in conveying keynote presentation in conference and centers on the uniqueness and creativity that expands member’s interests. You can nominate deserving to the award.

**Best Poster Presentation**

The poster presentation with a background provides appropriate perspective/context for the subject Pediatric Nursing. The research design should be appropriate and transparent. Factual information should be kept separate from interpretations or implications. The researcher should make sure that the research design, methods, modeling is appropriate and transparent. The award recognizes the innovative thinking and talent of young researchers across the world. Student Poster Competition is organized at Conference, to encourage students and recent graduates to present their original research. You can nominate deserving to the award.

**Outstanding Thesis**

This award is recognition for Masters/PhD/Post Doctorate thesis presentation who will present their projects and thesis that have been implemented to improve long-term excellence in the field of Pediatric Nursing. You can nominate deserving to the award.